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01 HEXADULAR Objectives to improve Klong Toey Community, one of the most desely populated 
communities in Bangkok, by redesigning hourses to be more spacious and well-ventilated 
that ensure better quality of life.

Problem Solving 

ROOMS

LAYOUT

UNORGANIZED + UNPROPORTIAL 
ROOM LAYOUT

Build a house to reduce the problem of intrusion into a public area and arrange the 
room to suit the needs of the people.

Characteristic

selleremployee

80% use 
motorcycle

20% use 
private car

SLUM AREA

Problem 

1-2 rooms /house
Most of them are at the front 

of the house.

1-2 rooms per house, most of 
them are outside at the front of 

the house.

1 room/ house 
Most people in the community make a 

living by selling food or running grocery 
shops.

BEDROOM RESTROOM KITCHEN

LIVINGROOM WORKING SPACE

PARKING

The number of rooms depends on how many people are in the house.

2-3 rooms /house
Most of them are on the 2nd 

floor of the house.

2-3 rooms /house
Most of them are in the 

common area

1 room /house
Most of them are in the 

common area

1-12 people / 1 house



DESIGN

One hexagon block can be halved 
to be separated into 2 floors.

A hexagon is a perfect choice because, just like a honey comb, this structure can hold a strong weight, meaning that it can be stacked up 
on each other while allowing ventilation. 
In contrast, although a typical building composed of square room is undeniably strong, it leaves no room for ventilation.

Klongtoey’s resident frequently occuply public areas ( especially the road in front of their homes), 
which exacerbates covercrowding.
Thus, all of the rooms would be built in hexagon shape and connected to new another through 
modular design

01 HEXADULAR

2nd floor

1st floor



Interior design
Plenty of interior designs for each type of rooms ( living rooms, kitchens, bedrooms, etc.) are provided in the catalogue. Resident can freely choose the design 
that suit their original lifestyle and meet their needs. Each room is based on the original lifestyle of the people in community.

01 HEXADULAR

LIVING ROOM KITCHEN WORKING AREA CAR PARK

BEDROOM RESTROOMRESTROOM RESTROOMBEDROOM

WORKING AREA



Example of room layout on the first floor

house for living house for work

01 HEXADULAR

One house will consist of 2 bedrooms 
with parking area right next to the 
house







02 ERICARD Objective is to introduce myself as a Korean fan who like to collect any products relating to my 
favorite artists such as albums, posters, photocards, etc. to show them my support.

Staying at home alone during the lockdown in May 2020 could be mundane, so I just went search for something random in YOUTUBE 
before encountering with one korean boy band group : THEBOYZ . Then, I started collecting their photocards coming with their albums 
because they are tiny, not an exceedingly difficult to get. These photocards are my most meaningful assests.

Feeling

How it started

storylines of photocard that make memories

My feeling throughout the card-collecting journey.

A card that comes from my 
favorite stage and makes 
me like THEBOYZ

1st cards that i bought and 
made me start collecting 
cards

This card is memorable 
mbecause I bought a 
video call fansign event 
for my birthday and it was 
a gift from this event

My friend bought this card 
for me as a birthday gift 

although at this time i had 
not been like 

to collect them

After a short pause 
of this hobby, I was 

dragged back to 
collect cards again 
because of this ard.

This is the first Ateez’s card that i got 
and aroused my interest in collecting 

their other cards.

A card added in one 
Ateez’s album that make 

me become their fan



Moods during collecting cards

bored interest

fascinated with card bored with collectingmissing the memorise in 
the photocard

happy

excited at the random photocards

02 ERICARD



02 ERICARD

the stage that makes me like 
them

The congestion of cards penetrated by 
the mass conveys the joy that comes out 
of the card collection

Eyes convey happiness and boredom 
during card collection

The person that I like and I want to 
collect a card about him.

In this artwork, all the feelings that 
have been experienced throughout 
the collecting photocards period are 
conveyed

FINAL ART



COMPARE HOTEL TO HOUSE 

LOBBY
INDIRECT LIGHT 2
DIRECT LIGHT 3

CORRIDOR 
INDIRECT LiGHT 3
DIRECT LIGHT 2

ROOM
INDIRECT LIGHT 3
DIRECT LIGHT 0

LIVINGROOM
INDIRECT 2
DIRECT LIGHT 1

CORRIDOR
DIRECT LIGHT 1

BEDROOM
DIRECT LIGHT 1

03 WELLNESS SLEEP
HOTEL

HOUSE

Objective to improve sleep quality at home by using hotel lighting

It started out as I wondered why people can sleep in hotels when 
they aren’t familiar with the hotel’s surrounding, unlike sleeping 
at home

ACTIVITY

LIGHT

The activities done at home and hotels  are noticeably different.
At hotels, people mostly do leisure activities without disturbance.
On the other hand, people are annoyed by improper surroundings at home.

When comparing the lighting arrangements at homes and hotels, it has been 
found that hotels have a variety of lighting, both direct and indirect light. 
Conversely, at home, only direct lighting is common. 

The light in each point of the hotel is different. It is arranged from several lights 
before gradually decreasing. On the contrary, the house has the similar light at 
every point with low light like hotel’s, the pineal grand in the human body will 
cecreate hormone MELATHONIN, which make you feel  sleepy. 

HOTEL HOME

HOTEL HOME

03 WELLNESS SLEEP

How it started
It may be because the different lighting arrangements that allow us to soundly sleep, so I 
want to compare the lighting of the house and the hotel before the bedroom.



ACTIVITIES

WATCH TV on SOFAPLAY GAMES on SOFA STUDY at DESK WATCH TV on BED PLAY PHONE on BED

DESIGN
I will adjust light and furniture to sui the bedtime routine.

1. Sofa
We use it while playing games and watching TV. Playing games needs 
a lot of light so that we can focus on it better while watching TV needs 
less light to built up a suitable atmosphere. Currently, the light used in 
this area is the light from the ceiling lamp and the light surrounding 
the room.

03 WELLNESS SLEEP

2. Desk
We use it while studying in the evening. Currently, I use the light from 
the table lamp and ceiling lamp.

3. Bed
We use it at the end of the bedtime routine, wheather while watching 
movies or playing mobile phones. Mostly, I depend on the ceiling 
lamp and bedside lamp



01 Sofa
 for playing phone and watching tv

PLAN OF BED

FINAL DESIGN
The light in each point is adjusted to suit the use as well as corresponding to the activities depending on the furniture itself.

The left side of the sofa is designed particularly for 
playing games. I will have to use a lot of direct light 
because we tend to stare at the phone while playing 
games.

03 WELLNESS SLEEP

Watching the TV does not require light. We only need 
some light to help adjust the mood while watching TV, 

so I will use indirect light.

Use indirect light to create an atmosphere and 
adjust the mood.



On the left side, I 
use the direct light 
to focus on work

On the left side, I 
use the direct light 
to focus on work

On the right side, I 
use indirect light at 
the shelf to adjust 
the mood and help 
me fall asleep.

02 Desk

03 Bed

for learning

PLAN OF DESK

PLAN OF BED

On the right side, 
I use  the indirect 
light to adjust the 
mood.

03 WELLNESS SLEEP

for plaing phone and watching TV



04 MEN OFTEN 
GET OVERLOOKED

Nowadays, harassment is widespread in society. Therefore, I 
would like all and sundry to be aware of the victim’s feelings 
and a way to deal with this problem.

In our society, people are used to assuming that women are the ones who got harassment. However, men can experi-
ence harassment too no matter on the internet or in real life but what is peculiar is most people do not aware that this is 
harassment, not a joke, and when the victims are men, the harasser tends not to get much condemn ass much as when 
females fall victims.

When compared woman to men, 
both have experienced a surprising 
amount of harassment.



I wish that whenever anyone, regardless of gender, get harassed, 
it should not be regarded as “a minor problem” or “a joke”. 
Therefore, this infographic aims to raise awareness of the general 
knowledge of harassment on physical and mental health and how 
to prevent it.

04 MEN OFTEN GET OVERLOOKED



05 WARMNESS IN THE ERA

EFFECT OF PEOPLE

comfort and happy

I have doubted what bores me the most during COVID-19. At the first, I thought it was the repetition of the daily activities but after doing some research,
I found that not meeting the people is the main factor.

COMPARE LIVING WITH PEOPLE BEFORE 
AND DURING COVID-19

comfort and funny

Objective to create space that allows people to meet each other 
more frequently but still follows social distancing rules.

PARENTS

CLOSE FRIEND

FRIENDS

TEACHERS

OTHERS

annoy and neatral

fear and annoy 

neutral and not lonely

ACYIVITY FOOD PEOPLE

BEFORE COVID-19

DURING COVID-19



Places to go before COVID-19

 NEW NORMAL AFTER COVID-19

DESIGN SHAPE
DISTORTED 
PERSPECTIVE UNITY4 ZONE

and SEPARATED

I will reproduce those places into a room and arrange all furniture corresponding to the COVID-19 requlations.

The circle shape is the 
most suitable one because 
it allows people to see 
each other without feeling 
distant.

05  WARMNESS IN THE ERA

PARK GYM CLASSROOM CANTEEN

DISTANCING OWN USE LIMIT THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE



WARMNESS IN THE ERA

PLAN
1st Floor 2nd Floor 3nd Floor

The park is 24 hours for use and A canteen that 
using only when lunch. I want people to focus on 
the beauty of nature that has humans live along 
with them. Food in the canteen is in the one dish 
to reduce the problem of eating together.

The gym does not give you that feeling of loneliness 
because when you play sports you never play alone. 
Meanwhile, this space is reflected another, and the 
classroom has a view of the gym, so you will not 
feel lonely. 

The classroom on the 3rd floor overlooks the 
gym on the 2nd floor, on the opposite side of the 
building makes you feel lonely. In the classroom, 
the student desks are far away from each other, 
and limit the number of people per room to 1:4 of 
students during normal hours

This is a perspective that show a 
view from fourth floor looking to 
first to third floor.


